
Here is a baker’s dozen of new crime novels and thrillers at the Nichols Library.  They cover your 

favorite themes, from clever who-dun nits to tough guy PIs, from cozies to edgy thrillers, with settings 

contemporary, historical and international.   

 In Murder as a Fine Art by David Morrell, Thomas De Quincey, historic author of Confessions of 

an Opium-Eater, becomes a suspect for a series of ferocious murders.  The killings appear to be modeled 

on his essay "Murder Considered as One of the Fine Arts."  Desperate to clear his name, De Quincey gets  

aid from his devoted daughter and a pair of Scotland Yard detectives. The Washington Post called this 

am “an inspired blend of innovation, history and gore.” 

 The late Robert B. Parker’s Spenser was a favorite in the tough guy PI genre. In Wonderland, the 

second authorized Spenser story by Ace Atkins, an old friend, boxing trainer Henry Cimoli, asks the PI for 

help. Thugs are pressuring Cimoli and his Revere Beach neighbors to sell their property, to advance a 

plan for a casino ”Atkins’s ability to perfectly mimic the originals will please diehard fans hungry for 

familiar pleasures.”   

There is a lot of buzz about newcomer Elizabeth Silver’s Execution of Noa P. Singleton. A young 

woman sits on death row after being convicted of murder until a high-powered attorney – the victim’s 

mother – intervenes, leaving everyone to wonder why. Booklist calls this “an intriguing debut from a 

writer to watch.”   

 For a good old-fashioned noir, in which the crime at hand exposes concealed corruption, try 

Silken Prey by John Sandford. Incumbent Sen. Porter Smalls leads his race reelection, until child porn is 

discovered on his computer. The Governor no friend of Smalls, but thinks the porn is a plant. He calls 

Lucas Davenport, asking him to quietly investigate.  The trail leads to some awkward places. “Sandford 

keeps every stage of the investigation clear, compelling and suspenseful (Kirkus Reviews).” 

Fans looking for a romp need look no further than Bad Monkey by Karl Hiaasen.  A severed arm 

is found by an angler off Key West.  Andrew Yancy, a suspended cop, drives the arm to Miami, where it 

is identified as that of missing developer Nicholas Stripling.  “Hiaasen throws his colorful characters into 

an increasingly frenetic mix, and the fun lies in watching how manage to extricate themselves (SF 

Chronicle).” Readers might also enjoy Calculation in Death by J.D. Robb and The Heist by Janet 

Evanovich, both which can be counted on for romance and smiles as well as mayhem.   

The best recent police procedural has an international flavor. In Broken Harbor by Tana French, 

a family of four in Dublin is attacked and left for dead, with only the mother clinging to life.  Suspicion 

immediately falls on the husband, Patrick Spain, who recently lost his job in the recession-rocked 

community. Says the NY Daily News, “both the characters and the crime command attention, page by 

page.”  Coming up in July is 9th Girl by Tami Hoag, in which police attempt to solve a Jane Doe case. 

Suspense is the order of the day with Jeffrey Deaver’s Kill Room. In Lincoln Rhyme's latest case, 

a U.S. citizen is murdered in the Bahamas.   The quadriplegic Rhymes soon suspects that killers may be 

connected with the government and that they have not gone away quietly.  Deaver’s themes of identity 

theft, surveillance and assassination, as current as today’s headlines. Coming in soon in suspense: Lisa 



Jackson’s Tell Me.  A convicted child murderer is about to go free. Reporter Nikki Gillette is determined 

to uncover the true story behind this Savannah carnage, but her decision exposes her to grave danger. 

Finally, fans of the “Dragon Tattoo” books will want to check out The Redeemer by Jo Nesbo. A 

young Salvation Army employee is shot at point-blank range at Christmastime.  Grounded in Oslo, the 

gunman realizes that he has killed the wrong person. “Excellent plotting, lots of twists, deception, and a 

comprehensible villain (Publishers Weekly).”  And coming in July is The Troubled Man, by Henning 

Mankell.  A retired naval officer disappears on his daily walk near Stockholm. Inspector Wallander has 

no part of the investigation, but thrusts himself into the hunt for a personal reason: The missing man is 

his daughter’s father-in-law. People calls this   “a gripping mystery. as satisfying for its emotional depth 

as its suspense.”     

   

 

  

 

  

 


